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K.M. Neff 
 

Who would have thought a few years since, that we should now be discussing the subject of war. Cruel, desolating 
and extermined war? Which is so against the prosperity of any nation. What a … --when we think of the dreadful 
calamities it has produced. of all the soil that has been stained by the blood of our fellow countrymen. of all the crust and 
fertile plains that have been blasted by the hot breath of battle. of the immense numbers of soldiers graves that have been 
filled by many of brave heart who have left all the endearments of home to battle for their countries right and honor. All 
these are the direct results of war. The casualties of war are too familiar to all of us to dwell upon. This as almost every 
household has lost some news and decent friend but amidst all these solemn thoughts which arise in our minds there 
seems to be a shining conviction or an impression that power is now at hand although there are a great many things to 
discourage us in this belief notwithstanding these fuels seem to justify the assertion that the cherished old flag ere long 
from the Atlantic to Pacific from the Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico shall in triumph wave over the land of the free and home 
of the brave. The armies of the South are continually growing weaker and weaker with no possible chance of recruiting 
them. Its ... are decreasing. Foreign nations have ceased to respect her in the South. The Union party is growing stronger 
daily all these show what South is retrograding ... of programming while the Union still holds her own. Our ranks as sure 
as a gap is ... is immediately filled and our reserved strength will tell with youthful effect of the depleted hosts of the 
rebellion. Every thing indicates a speedy restoration of the Union when the old ship of state will ... on as smoothly as if 
nothing had ever ... its the ... of its course. And yet there are political croakers in the North who are continually speculating 
about the financial sum of our country the repudiation of currency. General bankruptcy (and ending in the overthrow of 
their plans). But though the storm is hard it will be short and ere long the emblem of peace Liberty … and everything 
pertaining to a free government will be thrown to winds showing to the world that it is truly a free nation 

 


